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	C++ Programs to Accompany Programming Logic and Design, 9780324781441 (032478144X), Course Technology PTR, 2009

	C++ Programs to Accompany Programming Logic and Design (also known as C++ PAL) is designed to provide students with an opportunity to write C++ programs as part of an Introductory Programming Logic course. It is written to be a companion text to the student’s primary text, Programming Logic and Design, Fifth Edition, by Joyce Farrell. This textbook assumes no programming language experience and provides the beginning programmer with a guide to writing structured programs and simple object-oriented programs using introductory elements of the popular C++ programming language. It is not intended to be a textbook for a course in C++ programming. The writing is non-technical and emphasizes good programming practices. The examples do not assume mathematical background beyond high school math. Additionally, the examples illustrate one or two major points; they do not contain so many features that students become lost following irrelevant and extraneous details.

	

	The examples in C++ PAL are often examples presented in the primary textbook, Programming Logic and Design, Fifth Edition. The following table shows the correlation between topics in the two books.
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Java 7 Pocket GuideO'Reilly, 2013

	
		When you need quick answers for developing or debugging Java programs, this pocket guide provides a handy reference to the standard features of the Java programming language and its platform. You’ll find helpful programming examples, tables, figures, and lists, as well as supplemental information about topics including the Java...



		

CRM at the Speed of Light, Fourth Edition: Social CRM 2.0 Strategies, Tools, and Techniques for Engaging Your Customers (Unknown Series)McGraw-Hill, 2009
A social revolution in how we communicate has taken place in recent years. Smartphones, social web tools, and the instant availability of information in an aggregated and organized way provide real-time intelligence to customers, not just the enterprise.

Social CRM is critical to business success in today's hyper-connected environment....


		

A Mathematical Tapestry: Demonstrating the Beautiful Unity of MathematicsCambridge University Press, 2010

	This easy-to-read book demonstrates how a simple geometric idea reveals fascinating connections and results in number theory, the mathematics of polyhedra, combinatorial geometry, and group theory. Using a systematic paper-folding procedure it is possible to construct a regular polygon with any number of sides. This remarkable algorithm has...





	

Visual Studio Team System: Better Software Development for Agile TeamsAddison Wesley, 2007
Make the Most of Visual Studio Team System in Real-World Agile Development Visual Studio Team System (VSTS) gives Microsoft development teams a powerful, integrated toolset for Agile development. Visual Studio Team System: Better Software Development for Agile Teams is a comprehensive, start-to-finish guide to making the...

		

A Practical Guide to Networking and Security in iOS 8Aperiodical LLC, 2015

	This book describes how to use your iPhone, iPod touch, or iPad with iOS 8 on Wi-Fi and cellular/mobile networks securely, making connections with ease while protecting your data. It also covers Bluetooth networking, tracking an iOS device, using AirDrop and AirPlay, and solving connection problems.
...

		

Employee Engagement: A Roadmap for Creating Profits, Optimizing Performance, and Increasing LoyaltyJossey-Bass, 2009
"If you think you know everything it takes to attain associate/employee engagement, put yourself to the test. This book provides a holistic approach to engagement that will create the competitive edge required to succeed in this economy."      
-- Sharon S. Bilgischer, senior manager, logistics global talent, curriculum and...
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